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Abstract: Launched on 10 September 2011 from the Cape Canaveral Air Force Station, Florida, the
twin-spacecraft Gravity Recovery and Interior Laboratory (GRAIL) has the primary mission objective of
generating a lunar gravity map with an unprecedented resolution via the Ka-band Lunar Gravity
Ranging System (LGRS). After successfully executing nearly 30 maneuvers on their six-month journey,
Ebb and Flow (aka GRAIL-A and GRAIL-B) established the most stringent planetary formation orbit on 1
March 2012 of approximately 30 km x 90 km in orbit size. This paper describes the orbit determination
(OD) filter configurations, analyses, and results during the Trans-Lunar Cruise, Orbit Period Reduction,
and Transition to Science Formation phases. The maneuver reconstruction strategies and their
performance will also be discussed, as well as the navigation requirements, major dynamic models, and
navigation challenges. GRAIL is the first mission to generate a full high-resolution gravity field of the
only natural satellite of the Earth. It not only enables scientists to understand the detailed structure of the
Moon but also further extends their knowledge of the evolutionary histories of the rocky inner planets.
Robust and successful navigation was the key to making this a reality.
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1. Introduction

T

he twin GRAIL spacecraft, Ebb and Flow (aka GRAIL-A and GRAIL-B), were launched on 10
September 2011 at the Cape Canaveral Air Force Station, Florida. The mission’s primary objective is
to generate the lunar gravity map with an
unprecedented resolution via the Ka-band Lunar
Gravity Ranging System (LGRS). This will help
scientists to characterize the Moon’s internal core
structure and its thermal history. In addition to the
Ka-band Lunar Gravity Ranging System (LGRS)
payload, each GRAIL spacecraft (S/C) also carries
the MoonKAM lunar-imaging system for
educational purposes.
GRAIL adopted a low-energy lunar-transfer
trajectory design, which saved more than 100 m/s
of the mission ΔV compared to a direct lunartransfer approach [1] [2]. GRAIL consists of seven
mission phases: Launch, Trans-Lunar Cruise
(TLC), Lunar Orbit Insertion (LOI), Orbit Period
Reduction (OPR), Transition to Science Formation
(TSF), Science, and Decommission Phases. Figure
1 shows the heliocentric view of the GRAIL
Primary Mission phases.

Figure 1: GRAIL Mission Phases
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2. Navigation Requirements and Spacecraft Systems
2.1. Major Navigation Requirements
Navigation was required to provide trajectories to support the launch initial acquisition. Continuous
operation was necessary through launch plus 16 hours. Performing quick turn-around solutions was
critical in generating launch trajectory updates for the initial and subsequent acquisitions. Extensive
preparation and risk reduction efforts were dedicated to this critical period.
GRAIL was also required to satisfy stringent formation requirements at the start of the Science Phase,
such as spacecraft-to-spacecraft pointing within ± 0.1°, orbit plane matching within ± 0.02°, separation
distance in the range of 50km - 250km, etc1.

2.2. Challenges
The trajectory designs to ultimately establish the formation orbit required a total of 32 maneuvers
(excluded maneuvers during the Science Phase). The drivers for this strategy included the following:
a. Non-hyperbolic Orbit Insertion: The trans-lunar orbits were not hyperbolic trajectories that
typically were seen on flybys or orbit-insertion missions (e.g. Stardust-NExT Tempel-1 flyby,
Mars Orbit Insertions). The B-plane targeting paradigm could not be used for these
trajectories. To evaluate the consistency of the navigation solutions, a special pseudo B-plane
coordinate system was created.
b. Complex Contingency Scenarios: Since the majority of the maneuvers were deterministic
burns, missing some of the key ones would be catastrophic in terms of meeting the mission’s
success criteria. To better guide the flight operation in dealing with various contingency
situations, the GRAIL Mission Design (MD) team published a preliminary version of the
“GRAIL Contingency Playbook” pre-launch. However, owing to its complexity and time
consuming in analyzing all possible cases, the MD team decided not to release a final version.
Instead, the scenarios were continually updated during flight. More than 330 different
contingency scenarios were investigated. It eventually required nearly a half-year of computer
time to complete these scenarios.
c. Limited Resolution on Farside Lunar Gravity: The pre-launch best gravity field available to the
navigation team was significantly limited in quality on the backside. This weakness was not
improved until the GRAIL Gravity Team released an internal version of lunar gravity field
solely based on LGRS ka-band data in the middle of the Primary Science Phase. Poor
understanding of the backside gravity was a dominant factor in obtaining consistent solutions
in some earlier cases. During some parts of the orbital phases, it was deemed necessary to
deploy a short-arc strategy to minimize its impact.

2.3. Spacecraft Coordinate Frame and Key Subsystems
The Ebb and Flow spacecraft share exactly the same hardware set. The only differences are in the
configuration setup for the LGRS, star tracker, and MoonKAM to support the spacecraft-to-spacecraft
pointing orientation in the Science Phase. The spacecraft dry weight is about 200kg and it carried about
106 kg worth of propellant per vehicle.
Each spacecraft consists of one structural subsystem (bus) and two solar arrays. To shield and protect the
flight sub-systems, the solar-array side of the bus panel extends 70% wider than its main body. Figure 4
shows the GRAIL spacecraft configuration.
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Since the thrust output level varied during maneuver execution, a 6-degree polynomial thrust function
was provided by the spacecraft team prior to each maneuver design. The implemented design then was
incorporated in the OD process for maneuver reconstruction and orbit propagation.
2.3.3 Telecommunication System
Two Low Gain Antennas (LGA) are mounted on the ±X sides for each spacecraft. The on-board S-band
transponder is capable of generating two-way coherent S-band Doppler and range data, which are the
main data types for the orbit determination process. The +X LGA was used during the TLC phase and
alternate between the two LGAs during orbital phases. In addition to the S-band transponder, there are
also two X-band Radio Science Beacons (RSB) mounted on the ±X faces with an Ultra-Stable Oscillator
(USO), which are capable of generating highly stabilized one-way X-band Doppler data.

3. Spacecraft Dynamic Models
Major forces influencing the GRAIL flight path are gravity, solar radiation pressure, thruster events, and
outgassing. Excluding maneuver execution errors, the solar pressure, outgassing events, and thermal
imbalance were the major dynamic error sources in the cruise phase, while the lunar gravity uncertainty

Figure 5: Major Forces Acting on GRAIL, Post-LOI Orbit
was the largest error contributor in the orbital phases. Figure 5 illustrates a pre-launch analysis of the
major forces acting on GRAIL post-LOI. Lunar albedo and the Earth oblate gravity field are insignificant
(~10-12 km/s2) compared with other forces.
Solar radiation pressure was the dominant non-gravitational force during the TLC phase. To improve this
model, solar pressure calibration activities were conducted during the mid-cruise phase. Other nongravitational forces such as outgassing due to the evaporation of residual substance and small forces
induced by momentum desaturation events were also investigated. To characterize the small force
behavior, one active thruster calibration was performed on each spacecraft. In the orbit phase, the lunar
gravity mismodeling becomes the dominant error source. An updated OD filter strategy was introduced
to reduce the gravity signature while also improving the spacecraft ephemeris predictability.
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3.1. Spacecraft Orientation
Accurate spacecraft orientation is essential to minimize the solar radiation pressure error. It also helped
the navigation team to perform trending analyses on small force errors and unmodeled accelerations. The
small-force errors were due to imperfections in
ACS thruster alignments or/and its control
system. The forces typically were projected and
estimated in the S/C body-fixed frame for
better characterizing the root causes of the
errors. The navigation team modeled the
spacecraft orientation changes via quaternion
representations. Reconstructed quaternions
were updated once per week on top of a default
background attitude profile3.
For the majority of the cruise, the spacecraft
was at the Sun-pointing attitude (i.e. the S/C –
X-axis pointed to the Sun). During the solar
Figure 6: S/C Attitude during OPR/TSF Phases
radiation calibration, the spacecraft was ±45°
off-pointed from the Sun. A constant 40° off
Sun-pointing from the S/C –X-axis was maintained during the OPR and TSF phases. Figure 6
demonstrates the schematic of the attitude configuration during OPR and TSF phases.

3.2. Gravity Models
A truncated version of the Earth gravity model based on the GRACE mission [4] was used throughout the
GRAIL mission phases. The JPL LP150Q [5] full-field oblateness model was used during the orbital
phases. The major contributor in generating this field was NASA’s third Discovery mission, Lunar
Prospector (LP). Even though it contains high-resolution gravity coverage of the entire nearside, its
farside determination is still very weak. This posed a great challenge for navigation in fitting the low
orbit data during the orbital phases. Starting from the second half of the Science Phase, a global highresolution gravity field was obtained. It was solely generated based on the GRAIL LGRS data by the JPL
GRAIL Lunar Gravity team. Several internal versions were released thereafter for modeling
improvement.
Newtonian point masses for the Sun, and other planets with an additional relativistic influence calculated
for the Sun were accounted for the gravitational force as well. JPL DE421 [6] was used for the planetary
ephemerides and constants. At the time of GRAIL’s Lunar Orbit Insertions, the associated lunar position
uncertainty is about 4 m (1σ).

3.3. Solar Radiation Pressure Model
The physical structure of GRAIL was decomposed into 8 representative components for solar radiation
computation. Six single sided flat plates represented the six faces of the bus; two single sided flat plates
modeled the solar array front and back. The components were fixed with respect to the spacecraft body
and no gimbaling drivers. Each plate was assigned diffusive and specular coefficients, which were
derived from the associated reflectivity and component properties. From lessons learned on Mars
Reconnaissance Orbiter, the solar array diffusivity coefficients accounted for the “thermal imbalance”
effect of the backside radiator venting [7]. The total effective solar radiation area was computed based on
the spacecraft attitude. Prior to the LOI, the –X-face bus was consolidated with the front-side solar array,
which reduced the 8-component spacecraft representation to a 7-component structure. The wider S/C –X
plate, as illustrated in Figure 4, can put S/C ±Z faces in shadow under certain conditions. When the
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editor detected blunder points based on preset criteria and the auto-weight computed the per-pass noise
automatically. To account for the Doppler noise from the interplanetary solar plasma effect, a deweighting scale factor (~3.4) was applied to the computed per-pass noise. There were floor values for this
auto-weighting scheme: range was set at 7 RU and Doppler at 0.0015 Hz. Setting a minimum threshold
was necessary to protect the possibility of over-weighting some particular passes.
Compared with the pre-launch configuration, a few small but important in-flight updates were made: 1)
changing the non-gravitation noise to a non-spherical error model; 2) reducing the future non-gravitation
noise to about 40% level; 3) in conjunction with the thruster location configuration, computing RWA
desaturation a priori sigma automatically from the downlinked telemetry thruster counts and on-times
with an assumption of a 10% unbalanced system; 4) reducing the TCM fixed magnitude error to 1 mm/s
from 7 mm/s for TCM-4 and TCM-5; 5) estimating media corrections instead of treating them as
“consider” parameters.
Maintaining a consistent baseline filter strategy serves as an essential role in evaluating OD solutions.
Like many other systems, when dealing with future uncertainties, there are built-in margins to account for
unknown or uncharacterized perturbations. To gauge an “irreducible minimum perturbation” scenario, a
“No Margin” filter configuration was created. This helped the project to understand the “bare bones”
solutions and the associated implications. Table 5 summarizes the baseline and “No Margin” filter
configurations. The “No Margin” filter setup was heavily constrained with respect to estimating solar
radiation parameters, momentum desaturations, and non-gravitational forces. The a priori uncertainties
were based on historical dynamic trending analysis.
Table 5: In-flight Trans-lunar Cruise OD Filter Configuration
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4.2.2 In-Orbit Filter
Once GRAIL achieved lunar orbit, the OD filter strategy was simplified. Table 6 lists the baseline in-orbit
filter configuration. The ranging system was turned off. The non-gravitation accelerations were also
removed. Compared with the cruise phase, the a priori uncertainties of the S/C state were constrained
significantly. The solar pressure parameter was tightened down to a 5% level (1σ). The consider
parameters, RWA desaturations, media corrections, and data auto-weighting scheme were unchanged.
Table 6: In-orbit OD Filter Configuration

Figure 16: Considering a 40x40 gravity Covariance vs. Periodic Acceleration Model
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Pre-launch statistical analysis used a subset of the LP150Q covariance (i.e. 40x40) to validate the
navigation requirements; however considering a 40x40 gravity covariance to get future event statistics
was quite time consuming. This approach was impractical in operation. To simulate the gravity error,
periodical accelerations were introduced. The advantage of this approach was the run-time savings. A
parametric analysis was performed to approximate the orbit element errors. By selecting appropriate
periodic terms and focusing on the key elements impacting the navigation requirements, a representative
set of parameters was chosen to replace the gravity covariance. The key elements to monitor were
inclination, longitude of ascending node, separation distance, and time to periapsis. As shown in Figure
16 , the periodic approach was in reasonable agreement with the gravity covariance run. OD errors in
radius of periapsis and argument of periapsis were not driving the design. In short, considering the
periodic acceleration error model in the OD filter was a good alternative to considering the lunar gravity
covariance. This process was updated periodically as the orbit changed in flight.

5. Orbit Determination Evaluations
5.1. Launch Vehicle Performance
Approximately two and half an hour after the
Launch (L), the GRAIL navigation team
received two-way Doppler data from the DSN
Goldstone station. The first priority for the OD
team was to perform quick turn-around
solutions and support the second station rise at
Canberra, Australia, which was in-view at
about L+8.5hr. The OD analysts delivered their
first GRAIL-A and GRAIL-B solutions at
L+7hr as planned with five and half an hours of
Goldstone two-way Doppler. These solutions
were used to update the ground antenna
predictions. Subsequent solutions at L+14hr,
L+1day, and L+2day were delivered to the
project and DSN for trajectory analysis and
predict updates.

Figure 17: Doppler Residual at L+48hr Solution

A simple current-state estimation strategy was
adopted for these early solutions since the dataTable 7: LV Target Performance
Evaluated at Target Intercept Point (TIP)
Parameter
C3 (km2/s2 )

Error
L.V.
OD
Target Reconstructed (σ)
-0.696
-0.693
0.24

Eccentricity -6.160
DEC (deg)
Eccentricity 190.543
RA (deg)

-6.164

0.32

190.548

0.28

arc was too short to sense the long-term
dynamic trends. Also, the requirements to

Figure 18: LV Performance Evaluated at L+7hr
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example of the Real-Time Display during PRM-A4, which indicated a nominal performance (i.e. the postburn residual was well within the 3σ expectation).

6. Conclusion
After successfully executing 27 maneuvers on their six-month journey, Ebb and Flow established the
most stringent planetary formation orbit on 29 February 2012. A total of five statistical maneuvers, two
from Ebb and three from
Flow, were eliminated
because of outstanding
performance from launch
vehicle, flight operation,
and navigation systems.
The Science Phase started
a week earlier than
planned. As shown in
Figure 25, the relative
orbital element differences
between Ebb and Flow
after reaching formation
were well within the
requirements [8]. The
GRAIL project met its
minimum mission success
criteria at the midpoint of
Figure 25: GRAIL-A and GRAIL-B Orbit Differences after Formation
the Primary Science Phase.
Orbit Achieved
As of today, including
science data collected from the extended mission, five science cycles have been completed. Together,
they have made an unprecedented achievement in the lunar science community.
This paper compiles the orbit determination strategy, process, and experiences in meeting the project
requirements. GRAIL is the first mission to generate a full high-resolution gravity field of the only natural
satellite of the Earth. It not only enables scientists to understand the detailed interior structure of the
Moon but also further extends their knowledge of the evolutionary histories of the rocky inner planets.
Robust and successful navigation was the key to making this a reality.
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